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For Stone School Dedication Program

When those hearty Americans of a century ago settled the Kansas high plains,
one of the first things they did (after homesteading a farm and establishing
a church) was to build a schoolhouse .

Their high priority on education has

not been wasted on the generations which have followed.
the nation in at least two aspects of education :

Kansas, today, leads

it has more colleges and

more teachers with Master's degrees per capita than any of the other states.
Many of the leaders who influence us today were educated in a rural setting
inside a one room school such as the Plymouth School of east'ern Russell County.
It is to this pioneering priority of education which we turn for inspiration
in dedicating this school today.
The reconstruction of a stone school on the Fort Hays State campus came
about in 1975 in reaction to two events, our nation's bicentennial and Fort
Hays State University's seventy-fifth anniversary.

(

I first remember it being

discussed by Nancy Vogel, Bill Claflin, and me at a Phi Delta Kappa leadership
conference.

We believed we might get the approval of our local education

honorary organization for such an undertaking.
we had finally gone

11

While various colleagues believed

off the deep end 11 and while college administrat0rs forced us

to prove the feasibility of such a project, most were enthusiastic and encouraging.
In those early hectic days of trying to get the project off the ground,
two people were significant.

Nancy Vogel approached district Phi Delta Kappa

leaders about a small grant for a feasibility study .
small in dollars, was a huge morale booster!

That first grant, though

Meanwhile, David Adams wrote

an award winning (in my estimation) press release which gave us over thirtyone-room stone schoolhouses from which to choose .

The project had begun.
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The schools were narrowed to ten in number and Sundays in the spri ng of

(

1976 were spent inspecting these finalists.

I believe it is safe to say, at

the risk of offending other committee members, that our inspirational leader
on those treks was Meryl Walker.
territory.

One thing is sure, Dr. Walker knows the

The school selected for historical reconstruction was the Plymouth

School, located on the Francis Kaufman farm, for four major reasons:

( 1) It was

constructed of post rock limestone; (2) It was the oldest school; (3) It \'las
close to major highways for easy truck accesis'. ; and (4) It had nearly complete
records and a history in progress thanks to Loretta Doubrava .
Fall, 1977 started a new trend and gave new meaning to the term, school
workdays.

Four Saturdays were required to mark each stone according to a

procedure worked out by Ann Gus tad and dismantle the building.

I shall never

forget and I will always be indebted to the men, women, and children who
gave up their Saturdays to help make a dream come true.
(

The transportation of the 3000 stones was solved when David Van Doren
donated trucks and labor from his firm to get the stones to campus.

Safe

loading, transit, and unloading were insured by tractor operators, Victor Doubrava,
Vic Hladek, and truck driver; Cliff Cochran.
Still, it became clear that the project was going to become an expensive
one.

Our best guess, arid a scientific one at that, was that it would take

$20,000 to reconstruct the school properly.
to the Garvey Foundation for assistance .

It was at this point that we turned

They graciously consented to underwrite

the project with their grant-donation.
In summary, the Stone Schoolhouse Project has involved people who care
about youth, education and American values.

All of us who have worked on the

project have rediscovered a sense of community--it was great to have farmers,
legislators, college professors working side-by-side toting equally heavy stones.
(

I am especially proud that over 200 people have been directly involved in one
phase or another of this project--that is the community spirit of which I speak.
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It is altogether appropriate that we dedicate this stone schoolhouse , in
the spirit of our pioneering ancestors, to the frontiersmen of tomorrow--our
children.

May they learn that their future is in understanding their past .

Allan R. Miller
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